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Abstract: In recent years there have been many improvements in the reliability of critical
infrastructure systems. Despite these improvements, the power systems industry has seen rela-
tively small advances in this regard, particularly due to the limitations of centralized management
frameworks. Though progress has been made in improving generation, transmission, and distri-
bution infrastructure, remedial action schemes (RAS) remain non-standardized and are often not
uniformly implemented across different utilities, ISOs, and RTOs.

In this talk we will discuss a novel, algorithmic approach to selecting RAS policies to optimize the
operation of the power network during and after a contingency. Specifically, we use policy-switching
to consolidate traditional load shedding and islanding schemes. Policy switching is an algorithmic
approach to selecting and executing the policy that exhibits the best performance according to
Monte-Carlo simulation techniques. As time progresses, this approach may switch between multi-
ple policies, depending on the specific way that the grid system evolves and according to distributed
signatures that stem from subsystems. This methodology has been used in machine learning and
artificial intelligence spheres to improve the outcomes of multiple control problems ranging from
real-time strategy (RTS) games to networking. Grid protections provide similar control issues in
that there is a wide breadth of RAS policies to choose from.
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